Media Release

Dandelion Wine
Australian duo Dandelion Wine successfully crowdfund their
European Tour 2013.
Australian dark electro/folk duo Dandelion Wine ran a
successful crowdfunding campaign through Pozible.com to
raise money for their latest European Tour, which will include
performances at Festival Mediaval (DE) and Bruchtal Festival
(CH) along with headline shows in Estonia, Germany, Poland
and the bandʼs first ever performance in Hong Kong. The
campaign was so successful that they raised more than their
initial target, with fans from four continents all contributing to
the success.
One of the rewards on offer for people who pledged money to
the campaign was the opportunity to choose the colour of
singer Naomi Hendersonʼs hair for the duration of the tour for
a contribution of $AUD600. This reward was purchased by
one of the organisers of Festival Mediaval who rather than
choose the colour has instead opted to open the decision up
to a vote on the festivalʼs forum and facebook page. Pink?
Blue? Green?
Head to www.facebook.com/DandelionWineAU to vote!
Dandelion Wine have a long history of European touring; not
only do they have seven prior tours but they also lived in
Berlin throughout 2009 and 2010, where they recorded the
album ʻAll Becompassed By Starsʼ. They have a long history
of touring throughout their native land of Australia, as well as
a host of shows in Tokyo. Their live show is an energetic blend of live electronics and cranked guitars with
medieval and folk instruments such as dulcimer, bell cittern, flute etc and can range from gentle acoustic
ambience to impassioned and danceable blasts of intensity.
“...a spectacle to behold in a live setting” Fiend Magazine (AU)

Tour dates:
Aug 10 - Hong Kong
Aug 16-18 - Poland
Aug 24 - Bruchtal Festival (CH)
Aug 31 - Rakvere (EE)
Sep 7 - Festival Mediaval
Sep 11 - Paris (FR) TBC
For full details visit
www.dandelionwine.com.au

“Dandelion Wine, when it's all said and done, really defy description: these are two
artists dancing deliciously and deliriously to their own unique drumbeat. ... it's not
every day that something as profoundly interesting as All Becompassed By Stars comes
along, and the world and the music scene is
a better, more exciting and decidedly
more postmodern place because of it.” Inpress (AU)
“far reaching, brave and intelligent whilst at the same time never falling prey to being
self indulgent or cheesy” Reflections Of Darkness (DE)
“a beautiful and musically demanding work” -Terrorverlag (DE - translated)
“10/10” Selected Anachronisms review, Orkus Magazine (DE)
“An Inexact Science is a brilliant and utterly beautiful conceptual work created by the
very talented Australian Duo” ReGen Magazine (USA)
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